Transient analysis of cardiopulmonary interactions. II. Systolic events.
The etiology of the fall in left ventricular stroke volume (LVSV) and arterial pressure with a negative intrathoracic pressure (NITP) during inspiration is controversial. An increase in LV afterload produced by NITP has been proposed as one explanation but is difficult to evaluate if preload is also altered. To test the hypothesis that a systolic event alone, i.e., a change in LV afterload or contractility, can reduce LVSV during inspiration independent of changes in LV preload, a rapid transient NITP confined to systole was produced by electrocardiogram-triggered phrenic nerve stimulation in eight anesthetized dogs. Intrathoracic descending aortic diameters were measured by sonomicrometry to transduce qualitative changes in aortic transmural pressure. With the airway completely obstructed systolic NITP resulted in a decrease in LVSV (-8.1%, P less than 0.001) but an increase in the systolic anteroposterior (0.54 mm, P less than 0.01) and right-to-left (0.45 mm, P less than 0.01) aortic diameters compared with preceding beat. Similar significant changes were observed with the airway unobstructed. These observations are consistent with an increased afterload imposed on the LV reducing LVSV and egress of blood out of the thorax. Prolonging NITP to include both systole and diastole, a profound fall in LVSV is observed, consistent with the independent influences of systolic and diastolic events combining to diminish LVSV.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)